Single bubble sonoluminescence (SBSL) is realized in air-saturated water at ambient pressure and room temperature. The behavior is similar to SBSL in degassed water, but with a higher spatial variability of the bubble position. A detailed view on the dynamics of the bubbles shows agreement between calculated shape stability borders but differs slightly in the equilibrium radii predicted by a mass diffusion model. A comparison with results in degassed water is done as well as a time resolved characterization of bubble oscillation, translation, and light emission for synchronous and recycling SBSL. The formation of streamer structures is observed in the same parameter range, when bubble nuclei are present. This may lead to a unified interpretation of SBSL and multibubble sonoluminescence. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.91.174301 PACS numbers: 78.60.Mq Since the first experiments of single bubble sonoluminescence (SBSL) were realized in slightly degassed water-glycerine mixtures [1] , all published experiments concerning SBSL have been performed in more or less degassed liquids. It is frequently found in the literature that for water single bubble light emission is unobservable for dissolved gas concentrations above 50% air saturation because of shape and diffusion instabilities of the oscillating bubble [2] [3] [4] [5] . Following the widely accepted dissociation hypothesis [6] , only or mainly noble gases remain in a luminescing bubble after a certain time [7] . With a noble gas fraction of 1% of total air content it was found that diffusively stable equilibrium radii theoretically exist even in nondegassed water, though only in a small range. For frequencies of about 23 kHz, which are used in our experiments, the models predict that the acoustic pressure amplitude has to be above 120 kPa. Shape stability is only given in a small range up to 124 kPa. SBSL can indeed be realized in nondegassed water and the observed parameters agree fairly well with the calculations, as will be shown in the following.
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As acoustical resonator a cubic cell of optical glass (Hellma 704.003, outer edge length 55 mm) is used, with a ring-shaped piezoelectric transducer (PI Ceramics, PIC 151, outer diameter 20 mm, inner diameter 10 mm, height 0.5 mm) glued to the bottom. The system has a very sharp resonance near 23 kHz (FWHM <50 Hz). This may cause a significant decrease of the acoustic pressure if the system runs out of resonance because of small variations in the water level and water temperature. Therefore the resonator has been damped by placing the cell on a piece of foam rubber and closing it on top with a metal lid which is layered with hard rubber on the inside. The water level is approximately 3 mm below the top edge. The experiment is made both with purified (filtered with 0:22 m pore size and deionized) water and with filtered (0:20 m pore size) tap water. The filling procedure is crucial to avoid cavitation caused by microbubbles on the walls or introduced with the water jet. The presence of such bubble sources leads to self-preservative multibubble structures. To avoid this one has to wait a few hours to let the microbubbles disappear or fill the water slowly through a plastic tube. Remaining bubbles on the cell walls have to be removed. Bubbles were introduced by a drop of water through a hole in the middle of the lid. The generated bubbles are trapped in the pressure regime of SBSL (p a 125-135 kPa) down to the regime of dancing behavior (p a 100-125 kPa). Introduction at lower pressure amplitudes leads to a giant shape oscillating bubble; at higher pressure the bubble vanishes before reaching the pressure antinode.
The luminescence is bright and observable with the naked adapted eye. We monitored it using a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R5600U). The pressure region of stable bubble oscillations is very narrow and limited by shape instabilities at high and low pressure amplitudes. The bubble behavior is equivalent to bubble dynamics in slightly degassed water [2] , but is more sensitive to perturbations such as dust particles and noise peaks in the electric driving. The bubble radius has been measured from direct images recorded with a digital video camera (PULNiX TM-6701 AN) and a long distance microscope (Questar QM 100), illuminated by a microsecond flashlight. In air-saturated water, the equilibrium radius in the SBSL region is found to be in the range of 5.5 to 6:0 m with a measurement error of 0:5 m. The expansion ratio is about 8. The dynamics of a single bubble in partly degassed water (c 1 =c 0 0:42: c 1 , gas concentration in the liquid; c 0 , saturation concentration) is investigated for comparison. A significant difference appears in the spatial stability. While the bubble position in saturated water jitters irregularly from frame to frame within a region of up to 10 m, the bubble in degassed water seems to be pinned in position with an uncertainty of only 1 m. Figure 1 shows the radial bubble dynamics in saturated (a),(b) and partly degassed water (c),(d) at the . The pressure amplitude has been determined by radius-time-curve fits. We used a modified Keller-Miksis model [8] for an argon bubble. As significant deviations from isothermal behavior are shown to occur just near the collapse [9] , we assumed adiabatic conditions only for very small radii and introduced a heuristic approach to get a smooth transition between the extreme cases. The afterbounces fit better with these assumptions. Figure 2 shows the experimental data from Fig. 1 in comparison with numerical results, obtained with the model as described by Krefting et al. [10] . Experiment and numerics fit well concerning the stability boundary.
The calculated mass diffusion stable equilibrium radii (see Fig. 2, open symbols) for an argon bubble differ from the measured values (solid symbols) in some aspects. First, the pressure regime below p a 125 kPa could not be realized in saturated water because shape instabilities [11, 12] set in. This can be explained by incomplete dissociation of reactive gases when the collapse gets too weak [13] . The bubble then grows and becomes shape unstable. Second, for p a 123 kPa (saturated water), respectively p a 133 kPa (c 1 =c 0 0:42), the calculated equilibrium radii are above the shape stability limit. One would expect unstable SBSL in a recycling process of bubbles growing and breaking up.
There is some confusion in the naming of different SBSL phenomena. The growing and -when becoming shape unstable -suddenly shrinking bubble, as described in [4] , is called ''second type of stable SBSL'' by Brenner et al. [14] , while Holt and Gaitan name it ''recycling'' or ''unstable SL'' [2] . We propose to call this type of SBSL ''recycling SBSL'' to emphasize the difference from diffusively and shape stable SBSL and from multibubble sonoluminescence (MBSL), which could be called unstable SL as well. Furthermore, SBSL without any prefix is sometimes used as a synonym for stable SBSL. The stability requirement generally refers to the light emission behavior. As far as we know, there is no common definition of a spatial stability limit for SBSL in terms of positional jitter. In the following, we will use the term ''synchronous SBSL'' to describe stable SBSL with respect to the light emission, more specifically its phase locking to the driving pressure [4] .
In the present experiments, synchronous SBSL with equilibrium radii lying at the shape stability border are found. To get an impression about the stability of the light emission, the maximum photomultiplier tube (PMT) signal and the corresponding flash time of 50 individual SBSL flashes for different gas contents and acoustic pressure amplitudes are averaged (Fig. 3) .
The evolution of the light output with increasing pressure amplitude is similar to the behavior known from earlier experiments, including the decrease of average intensity at high pressure amplitudes due to recycling SBSL [4, 5, 10, 15] . The variance of the light output is large at all experimental parameters (the minimum relative error is 20%) and may decrease at high acoustic pressures [see Fig. 3(a) ] for c 1 =c 0 1 at p a 134 kPa. In Fig. 3(b) , at all gas contents a strong temporal variance near the onset of SBSL is observed, followed by a temporal stable light emission at higher amplitudes. While the phase jitter of the flash time increases again at high gas contents, the light emission instant at lower gas content is more stable and the time shift of the pulse is stronger.
Stroboscopic high speed imaging of the bubble and in between photomultiplier measurements of the sonoluminescence pulse are performed. This technique allows one to measure simultaneously the time evolution of the SBSL intensity and time of occurrence, the radius, and the position of the bubble. An image is taken approximately every 100th period, a phase shift cycle is completed after 25 frames and the light flash is measured every 1500th period. Figure 4 shows different behavior of synchronous and recycling SBSL in saturated water. In particular, the evolution of the relative flash time shift t rel (zero is set to the average phase of the pulse) and the bubble radius (both maximum R max and equilibrium radius R 0 ) differ strongly. The weak variation of t rel in the case of the synchronous bubble, which sets in at t 9 s, decays at t 12 s and remains constant within an error of 0:02 s until the end of the recording at t 30 s (last 19 s not shown in Fig. 4) . The light output, normalized to the average light output of synchronous SBSL, is very noisy, and the spatial variance of the bubble position is of the same order for both synchronous and recycling SBSL.
Sudden breakdowns of PMT signal and maximum radius in the recycling case are due to shape instabilities resulting in a splitup of the bubble into two or more fragments. Figure 5 shows the splitting into two bubbles, simultaneously with a jump in the bubble's position. This indicates a fragmentation due to the n 2 shape. Microbubbles could not be observed, but the sudden change of the center of mass of the bubbles could indicate further splitting partners. The remaining or a reunited bubble eventually jumps back near to the former position. The fuzziness of the bubble may indicate that the bubble is still oscillating in the n 2 shape mode. After approximately 16 ms (400 periods) from the splitup, the bubble seems to be stable again, after about 100 ms (2500 periods) the bubble looks similar in size and position as before. It is remarkable that the bubble reaches the minimum size a while after the fragmentation, when the bubble already oscillates stably. In this phase of bubble shrinking, the relative SBSL flash time decreases steadily (see Fig. 4 ; t 3 s and t 10 s). This phenomenon may be caused by some dissociation processes of captured reactive gases [16] . The experiments show that synchronous SBSL in airsaturated water is feasible. The most important features to achieve SBSL in air-saturated water are the absence of cavitation bubble sources and a suitable pressure amplitude in the moment of bubble creation. The bubble's behavior is similar to SBSL in degassed water, only the stability range is narrower and the light output is less. Exact knowledge of the gas content is an advantage when comparing experimental and numerical results. The acoustic pressure remains as an external parameter with some uncertainty. By a fit of the pressure amplitude using the measured and calculated bubble oscillation we determined the pressure amplitude with an error of only 2 kPa. The experimental bubbles show better mass diffusion stability than predicted. The expected recycling SBSL regime is shifted to slightly higher pressure amplitudes. As the equilibrium radii are near the shape stability limit, it could be an effect of self-tuning of the bubble between the counteracting mass diffusion and shape oscillation. When the diffusion rate is low, the bubble may reach the shape stability border slowly and a continuous but weak splitup of microbubbles allows the bubble to adjust itself to the maximum shape stable equilibrium radius. The greater spatial variance of the bubble position may indicate such a process. As we did not observe this directly, the sizes of potential microbubbles must be smaller than 0:5 m, which was the spatial resolution of the imaging system. We want to emphasize that the light emitting behavior is similar to synchronous SBSL in degassed water.
SBSL in air-saturated water not only expands the parameter space of SBSL, but is also interesting for investigations concerning multibubble fields. The presence of bubble sources leads to multibubble streamer structures in the same parameter range of SBSL. There are still open questions with respect to the differences between SBSL and MBSL emission spectra. Under discussion are shape [17] , temperature [18, 19] , or bubble lifetime effects [20] . Appropriate preparation of our experiment may give access to a continuous transformation from single bubble to multibubble sonoluminescence which is still a missing link.
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